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Some Panel Cointegration Models
of International R&D Spillovers*
Coe and Helpman (1995) estimated a relationship between TFP and levels of domestic and
foreign R&D capital, but couldn't provide compelling evidence of the panel eointegration
needed to support their estimation strategy. This paper uses Pedroni's (1997, 1998) tests for
panel cointegration in both the Coe-Helpman setup and in a framework with more cross-section
heterogeneity. Criticisms of the Coe-Helpman approach are 'also tested. Coe and Helpman's
models exhibit cointegration, but when more heterogeneity is allowed, coefficient estimates
appear less robust. The elasticity of productivity with respeet to foreign R&D is unstable across
alternative estimation strategies.

1. Introduction

In a recent study of 21 OECD countries and Israel over 1971-1990,
Coe and Helpman (1995) used a simple single equation framework to estimate the relationship between a country's level of total factor productivity
and levels of domestic and foreign R&D capital stocks. Briefly, Coe and
Helpman found evidence to support the idea that foreign R&D has strongly
beneficial effects for domestic productMty and that the extent of the benefit
increases with the degree of openness of the domestic economy to international trade. Since Coe and Helpman analyzed the reduced form of a longrun equilibrium relationship, it was natural for them to try to find a cointegration representation. As part of their a n @ i s , Coe and Helpman
presented the results of Levin and Lin (1992, 1993) panel unit root tests.
These tests were employed both to test the stationarity of the underlying
panels and as a residual-based test for cointegration. Coe and Helpman also
used a single equation error correction test for cointegration (that is, a test
of the significance of lagged residuals in the error correction representation).
*I would like to thank Peter Pedroni fbr permission to use his code. Phil Bodmaxa and three
anonymous referees provided valuable comments on and criticisms of earlier versions of this
paper. All remaining errors and omissions are my own, however. The opinions expressed in this
paper are not necessarily those of the Reserve Bank of Australia. My code and the results from
some preliminary analysis mentioned in the text are available on request. E-mail: <eedmond@
uela.edu}
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However, the results of Coe and Helpman's time series analysis were
inconclusive. One of their models--though not their preferred model--exhibited cointegration, but only according to the version of the Levin-Lin test
least likely to be applicable to their panel data. 1 The error correction test
for cointegration indicated that all of their models were cointegrated. 2 Eventually, Coe and Helpman (1995, 870) concluded their analysis by remarking:
Given these mixed results, and given that the econometrics of pooled
cointegration are not yet fully worked out, we place more emphasis on
the a priori plausibility of the estimated parameters than on the tests
for eointegration.
The econometrics of pooled and panel eointegration are still not fully
worked out. However, recent advances in econometric theory (that were not
available at the time of Coe and Helpman's research) allow the cointegration
issue to be pursued further. The first half of this paper is broadly concerned
with these pre-testing issues and employs the panel eointegration procedures
developed by Pedroni (1997, 1998). Seeond, this paper presents a set of
alternative results from an estimation method that allows considerably more
cross section heterogeneity than was allowed by Coe and Helpman. Alongside the treatment of these main concerns, parallel consideration is given to
the time series properties of the alternative definitions of the foreign R&D
capital stock used by Keller (1998) and Liehtenberg and von Pottelsberghe
de la Potterie (1998; LP hereafter), a
The results reported here suggest that Coe and Helpman's intuition
was correct. Their models are eointegrated, at least according to their preierred pooled data methods. However, when group mean methods are used
(which allow for more cross section heterogeneity), the results of Coe and
Helpman's approach look less robust. The elasticity of productivity with respect to foreign R&D is not stable across alternative estimation strategies.
It is also fbund that LP's recommended reconstruction of Coe and Helpman's preferred equation cannot be part of a cointegrating relationship since
LP's alternative measure of a eountry's foreign R&D capital stock is (trend)
stationary.
1That is, the Levin and Lin (1992) test; a test that requires homogeneityof both tile autoregressive root under the alternative hypothesis and of autocorrelation structures across cross
section members.
2Although Coe and Helpman (1995, 869) reported the "wrong"critical values for their error
correction tests--they did not take account of the way fixed effects dummies alter the distribution of the test statistic (see Kremers, Ericssonand Dolado 1992) the same conclusionsare
obtained even when the "correct" (i.e., conservativeDickey-Fuller)critical values are used.
3Neither Keller nor LP reported the results of any time series analysis of their alternative
models and/or measures of ibreign R&D capital stocks.
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A review of the literature's basic approach and results is given in Section 2. In Section 3 this paper revisits Cot and Helpman's analysis of the
stationarity properties of their data and presents some alternative group
mean panel unit root tests. Section 3 also considers some of the alternative
{breign R&D capital stock measures discussed by Keller (1998) and LP.
Section 4 presents the results of Pedroni's (1997, 1998) panel cointegration
tests using both the pooled data and group mean approaches, while Section
5 concludes and offers some brief suggestions for further research.

2. A Brief R e v i e w
In essence, Cot and Helpman's approach to international R&D spillovers is to estimate a single equation of the form:

In F~t = % + c~d In S'~ + c~Gv G7 In S~{ + J(MJg~t)In S{~ + e~t,

(1)

where Fit is total factor productivity, Sit is a stock of R&D capital found by
accumulating domestic R&D expenditures, G7 is a dummy variable for those
seven countries, (Mit/Y~t) is a country's ratio of total imports to output, sft
is a country's stock of foreign R&D capital and e~t is an idiosyncratic disturbance. 4 There are 21 OECD countries and Israel over 1971-1990 at the
annual frequency (i.e., the panels are 22 x 20). Cot and Helpman's results
were that the elasticity of productivity with respect to domestic R&D,
oJ + oLCrG7, was about 0,23 for the G7 countries and about 0.08 for the
remaining 14 countries in their sample. The elasticity of productivity with
respect to foreign R&D, of (Mit/Yit), ranges from about 0.02 to 0.08 for the
G7 countries and from 0.04 to 0.26 for the others. For both G7 and nonG7 countries, the elasticity with respect to foreign t/&D was found to be
generally rising over time. 5
Much of the contention surrounding Cot and Helpman's results lies
in the specification of sft . Cot and Helpman's original approach was to
compute s,f.t by weighting the domestic R&D stocks of country i's partners
by bilateral import shares, mqt:

= 2; m,j,s 1.
j,,:i

The tbreign R&D stock then represents a hypothesis about the effect of a
4Coe and Hetpmanfirstconsiderversionsof Equation (1) withoutthe G7 dmnmyand without
the use of the aggregateimport share, but (1) representstheir preferred specification.See Coe
and Helpman (1995) and Keller(1998){'ordiscussionof the theoreticaloriginsof this approach.
5Nmway, Spain and Switzerlandwere the exceptionsto this trend.
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country's composition of trading partners on its productivity--other things
equal, a country that imports mostly from high tl&D countries should benefit
more than a country that imports mostly from low t/&D countries. The
additional use of the ratio (M~t/Yit) then represents a hypothesis about a
country's intensity of trade; even if two countries have the same composition
of trading partners, a country with a higher aggregate openness to imports
should benefit more than a country with a lower openness to imports.
Keller (1998) shows that regressions using counter-factual foreign
tl&D stocks (computed using certain randomized bilateral trade shares) can
produce equally large or even larger tl&D spillovers than were obtained by
Coe and Helpman's method. ~ Keller (1998) also shows that using a simple,
un-weighted, sum of domestic It&D stocks produces even higher estimated
tt&D spillovers. Both of these results east doubt on the composition of trade
hypothesis. Hence, this paper also employs the simple-sum versions of Keller's regressions, as they are easier to work with than the counter-factual
foreign It&D stocks]
LP show that Coe and Helpman's original version of (i) was misspecified. Coe and Helpman measure sfit as index numbers, so after taking
logarithms the base of the index number times the import share, (M~t/Yit)ln
S{m85, is time-varying and (unlike the bases of the index numbers in S~t)
cannot be incorporated into the fixed effects dummies, o~.s As noted by LP
(1998: 1486-90) and Coe and Hoffmaister (1999: 11), a reformulated version
of Equation (1) needs to add the import share, (Mit/Yit), as an additional
regressor to avoid imposing cross restrictions on the elasticities of productMty with respect to the import share and with respect to foreign R&D
capital. Instead of the specification in (1), we have:
In Fit = ot~ + eLd i n S~ + Ray G7 In S~t

+ of(M~tfY~t)ln sf~t + od'(Mit/Yit ) + eit.
6By contrast, Keller (1997) shows that certain other randomized trade shares lead to no
significant eoeffieient for foreign tl&D, and Coe and Hoffmaister (1999) demonstrate that this
is in fact true for most randomizations of trade patterns in the Coe-Helpman (i995) data set.
Nevertheless, Keller's (1998) regressions using eounter-{'actual trade patterns still show that the
Coe-Helpman findings did not rely on using the actual import patterns.
7Coe and Helpman (1995, 884) report that they experimented with a simple sum definition
of foreign tI&D capital stocks, but they do not present the results from these regressions because
they prefer the trade weighted definition on theoretical grounds. Coe, Helpman and Hoffmaister (1997) also present results using a simple sum definition of tl&D.
SCoe and Hoffmaister (1999, 12) correct [br this mis-specifieation and show that making this
correction has little effect on Coe and Helplnan's original results. For example, in the regression
corresponding to Equation (1), the elasticity of productivity with respect to domestic tt&D goes
from about 0.234 to 0.237 for the G7 and from 0.078 to 0.082 ibr the non-G7.
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LP (1998, 1484-7) also show that the intensity weighted foreign R&D
stock is sensitive to the level of data aggregation and will necessarily give
misleading results in the presence of mergers between countries. They propose the alternative measure:

rnijtS~t

-.<s-L" = J,=E L,

(2)

LP argue that estimation using a version of Equation (1) where in ~itqf-LP
replaces (M~t~it)ln sft provides a better measure of the elasticity of productivity with respect to foreign B&D capital.
All of the procedures discussed in this section estimate a panel regression like (1) by pooling data into one consolidated vector per variable
and use fixed effects dummies to control for the mean differences between
the sub-samples that represent each country. This approach imposes homogeneity of slope coefficients and error variances. 9 Although pooling is a
common way to deal with panel data when stationarity issues are not of any
concern, it is not necessarily innocuous with non-stationary time series. (In
particular, in a dynamic panel data setting where lagged dependent variables
enter as regressors, pooling does not produce consistent estimates unless the
true slope coefficients are identical over the cross section members [see
Pesaran and Smith 1995, 79-81].)
Cointegration in a panel setting raises a related set of issues. Coe and
Helpman use Levin-Lin (1992, 1993) panel unit root tests on the obtained
residuals from specifications like Equation (1). For ordinary time series
data--and given a slight adjustment of critical values to reflect the estimated
nature of the residuals--this approach constitutes a valid test of the null
hypothesis of no cointegration. However, in the panel data setting, Pedroni
(1997) has shown that this application of a "raw" panel unit root test is only
valid if slope coefficients are truly the same across members and the dynamics of the error processes are the same across members. If these conditions
are not met, then the true critical values of the panel cointegration test are
far to the left of the critical values that are valid for the dynamic homogeneity
ease. 1° For example, a panel unit root test with a 10% critical statistic of
1.28 equates to a panel eointegration critical statistic of - 8.71 (Pedroni
-

UAsin a SUR model, however, between-individual differences in error variances could be
handled with a simple feasible GLS approach (e.g., a block diagonal structure for the variancecovafianee matrix of the errors could be imposed).
t°If the dynamichomogeneityrequirements are met, then Pedroni (1997) showsthat it does
not matter whether the residuals used are estimated or known.
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1997, 3)] a This paper exploits recent results in both homogeneous and heterogeneous panel eointegration theory to present estimates both in the original Coe-Helpman pooled data framework and in a group mean framework
that allows for more heterogeneity across countries.

3. Panel Unit Root Preliminaries
In general, panel unit root tests have substantially more power against
near-integrated alternatives than the usual time series tests. The Levin-Lin
(1992, 1993) panel unit root tests used by Coe and ttelpman correspond to
a pooled approach to panel unit root testing where the null hypothesis is
that each member of the panel has a unit autoregressive root and the alternative is that the members share a common root, p~ = p, less than one. In
Levin and Lin (1992), autocorrelation structures are constrained to be the
same across all cross section members, while Levin-Lin (1993) permits antocorrelation structures to vary across members. Since Coe and Helpman
present the results of both kinds of Levin-Lin test, this paper does not replicate those tests. However, one of the reasons for being interested in a panel
unit root test--apart from increased power is that such a test might provide
a kind of summary of the time series properties of the variable of interest
llPedroni's results are based on sequential limit theory (i.e., fixing N, letting T ~ co, then
subsequently letting N --' co). See Phillips and Moon (1999b) for analysis of the relationship
between this kind of limit theory and joint limit theory where both N, T -~ co (possibly with a
rate condition like T / N ~ 0 governing the expansion). Phillips and Moon also investigate conditions fbr which sequential and joint limits are equivalent. The diagonal path limit theory used
by Quah (1994), Levin and Lin (1992, 1993), and Im, Pesaran and Shin (1997) in deriving their
various panel unit root tests is a special ease of joint limit theory. See also Kao (1999) for an
alternative approach to spurious regression and eointegration in panel data. The pooled fullymodified estimators proposed by Phillips and Moon (1999a, 1999b) trade off more robust asymptotic theory for more restrictive assumptions (usually requirements for certain higher order
moments to exist) than are needed for sequential limits. Since fully modified estimators (e.g.,
Phillips and Hansen 1990) are usually used to purge endogeneity from the regressors and to
overeome the finite sample bias associated with the mis-specified dynamics of an Engle-Granger
approach to eointegration, Phillips and Moon's results might initially" seem to provide a suitable
alternative approach to studying the properties of these models. However, a fully modified
approach also requires that the regressors themselves are not cointegrated, yet in this literature
the foreign R&D capital stocks are by construction a linear combination of the domestic R&D
capital stocks and so it seems a priori likely that the regressors may in fact be cointegrated.
Also, since this paper never performs any formal statistical inference (e.g., hypothesis tests) on
obtained coefficients, there is no technical reqnirement for a fully modified approach. Hence,
for the purposes of this paper, attention has only been given to the resuhs from Pedronfs
procedures. Nonetheless, the section below titled "Discussion of Estimation Results" indicates
how the use of Phillips and Moon's fully modified approach may help in interpreting some of
the results obtained in this paper and may therefore be a useful approach for future work on
the time series properties of R&D spillovers models.
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across individual panel m e m b e r s . T h e Levin-Lin tests cannot provide this
kind of s u m m a r y information because o f the way the alternative hypothesis
has to b e specified, but the test d e v e l o p e d by Ira, Pesaran and Shin can.
Table 1 shows Ira, Pesaran and Shin (1997; IPS hereafter) group m e a n panel
unit root tests (or "t-bar" tests), which allow each m e m b e r of the cross section to have a different autoregressive root and different autocorrelation
structures u n d e r the alternative hypothesis. 12
T h e results r e p o r t e d in Table 1 all use the data from Coe and H e l p man's A p p e n d i x A. Since C o e and H e l p m a n only r e p o r t a bilateral trade
matrix for one year, 1990, this p a p e r uses that static m a t ~ x for the calculations that involve bilateral trade weighting, la T h e m e a n t statistic on the
autoregressive coefficient is f, fi is the m e a n m i n i m u m n u m b e r of differences
n e e d e d to p u r g e autocorrelation from the A D F regressions that are run for
each country, while the m e a n and variance a d j u s t m e n t terms are the averages o f the individual a d j u s t m e n t terms r e p o r t e d in IPS. 14 F r o m h e r e on,
this p a p e r uses the notation In sf~t for the logarithm of t h e raw level of S-(t,
not the original index n u m b e r which is d e n o t e d ~it
< f - cH. The variable S~'t is
the simple sum measure of the foreign R & D capital stock, as used b y Keller.
IPS show that the group m e a n test statistic has a standard normal distribution, and as usual, significantly negative test statistics indicate rejection of
the unit root mall hypothesis. Table 1 indicates that t h e null can only be
~f ce panel
rejected for In oi,~f-cv'15'16 Since the null hypothesis that the in oit
has a unit root is strongly rejected, regressions using In o~f-ce will not m e e t
one of the necessary conditions for cointegration. This is i m p o r t a n t because
one o f the attractions of a cointegrating relationship is that it allows a relSSee Quah (1994), Levin and Lin (1992, 1993), Ira, Pesaran and Shin (1997) for details of
these and related tests and for the development of the relevant asymptotic theory. A brief
description of the mechanics is given in the Appendix.
iaKeller (1998) reports from his simulation study that it doesn't seem to matter whether timevarying bilateral trade shares are used or not.
i4For each individual in the cross section, the lag order pi was selected by finding the minimum number of lags required to purge autocorrelation from the ADF regression. The most
parsimonious representation was selected using the SBC criterion. The results of this preliminary ARIMA analysis, including details of the individual lag orders selected, are available on
request.
15One explanation for the trend stationarity ofln sfd-Le might be guessed at from Equation
(2). LP's measure is constructed by dividing S~ by ~t. To tile extent that cross section national
outputs each contain substantial permanent components, this is (loosely speaking) akin to stochasticallydetrending SS~.If so, we have the product of two stationary variables, m~jt and (Sf.JY¢),
which will itself be stationary.
16Table 1 in an earlier version of this paper mistakenly reported that In sft was also trend
stationary, despite the fact that sft is a scalar multiple of S{~-cH such that In S{t must be
nonstationary if In sf~ cH is. This embarrassing mistake was fortunately spotted by an anonymous referee.
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Some Panel Cointegration Models
searcher to worry less about exogeneity considerations. 17 In the absence of
a eointegrating relationship, results from a model like (1) in levels would
normally be treated with a fair degree of scepticism. The 1PS panel unit root
tests support Coe and Helpman's original time series analysis, but importantly, they show that simply using LP's alternative foreign R&D stock measure is unlikely to make Coe and Helpman's basic approach more robust.

4. Some Panel Cointegration Models
The next step was to replace Coe and tlelpman's original treatment
of panel cointegration (i.e., their application of raw panel unit root tests to
the estimated residuals from a pooled regression) with the tests recently
developed by Pedroni (1997, 1998). Nine model specifications are considered. Models (i) to (iii) are the original Coe-Helpman equations:
in F . = cq, ÷ ~d In sd, + ~ In ~¢f-CH.
it

(i)

lnF~t = a2~ + oLdln Si~ + o~ 7 G 7 1 n S/~ + a~21n ~it~f-CH;

(ii)

In F~t = aa~ + eL~ In S~ + e~a
c7 G7 In S~ + eJ3(M~t/Yit) In oit~f-CH', (iii)
of which (iii) was shown to be mis-specified by LP (the idiosyncratic disturbances have been suppressed since the notational clutter is bad enough
already). Model (iv) is LP's preferred version of (iii), using their stationary
measure In sf~-Lp while (v) is another version of (iii) and uses In sft to correct
for demonstrated mis-specifieation, but ignores the potential for aggregation
bias. As noted in Section 2, however, if we use Coe and Helpman's tradeweighted foreign R&D stock without indexing, then we need to include the
aggregate import share as an additional regressor. So, fbr model (v) we have
In Fil = asi + c~d In S~ + oL~7 G7 In Sdit
+ 4(M~t/Y~t)ln sft + a~(M~t/Yzt).

(v)

Note that while model (v) may still be cointegrated, this is not a possibility
for model (iv) because In S{t-LP is trend stationary. Models (vi) through (viii)
are Keller's simple sum versions of (i) to (iii) where the un-weighted In S~t
replaces the weighted sum In sft. As for model (v), model (viii) also includes
the aggregate import share:
17Thatis, OLS estimatesof a cointegratingvector are super-consistentin the sense of Stock
(1987).
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+ afs(M,/Yi~)in S~ + ~'~(M~,/Y~t).

(viii)

Finally, model (ix) asks if it's just the aggregate import share that is driving
all these findings of significant R&D spillovers:
in F . =

+

1.

+

c 7 In s: t, +

(ix)

Model (ix) allows for the possibility that tile highly significant coefficients
obtained on (Mi~/Yit) In S.{t cn for model (iii) are really driven by (Mit~it).
This possibility is suggested by Keller's finding that it does not seem to
matter too much how In SJ/~is approximated.

Pooled Estimation Results'
Table 2 reports the pooled least squares estimates of these nine models
with the results from Pedroni's (1997, 1998) panel ADF test at the bottom, is
Again, these statistics are distributed standard normal with significantly negative statistics indicating rejection of the null hypothesis of no cointegration.
Although all but two of these models are capable of supporting more than
a single cointegrating vector, a simple test for the existence of cointegration
is all that's being performed here. In a panel with a small cross section,
Johansen's procedure could conceivably be used to investigate multiple cointegrating relationships more closely, but that option is infeasible with a 22
× 20 panel.
Five of the nine models are cointegrating, including all of Coe and
Helpman's original models and the versions of Keller's simple sum approach
that correspond to (i) and (ii). The test statistic for model (iv) is not reported
since we know that it cannot be cointegrated. Note that the two specifications
derivative of Coe and Helpman's preferred model cannot reject the no cointegration null hypothesis. Excluding (iii) on the grounds of its known misspecification, we are left with two pairs of models that exhibit cointegrating
relationships: Coe and Helpman's original models (i) and (ii) and Keller's
versions of those same models with In S~t instead of In sf~. Before moving
on to look at the results from group mean estimation, it's worth briefly comparing these estimates to those obtained by earlier papers. Note that while
the point estimates are generally very close to those obtained by Coe and
Helpman, Keller and LP (varying occasionally at the second decimal place,
more often at the third decimal place), two of tile models estimated here
lSThesetests are analogousto the Engle-Granger(1987) approachto testinga no eointegration null in an ordinarytime series setting. See the Appendixfor someof the mechanicsand
Pedroni (1997, 1998) for the detail.
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produce quite different results from those originally reported. 19 The results
for model (iv) are qualitatively the same as the estimates obtained by LP,
but for each coefficient, slightly higher numbers were obtained. This is probably because, as noted above, static bilateral trade shares were used in this
study while LP used time-varying trade shares to compute their <f-Le
~t measure of the foreign R&D capital stock. Similarly, the results for model (viii)
here are qualitatively the same as the estimates obtained by Keller, but for
each variable, the estimated coefficient is slightly lower in this paper.
For models (v) and (viii), which use the aggregate import share as an
additional regressor, the elasticity of productivity with respect to the import
share is calculated as

e¢,M:
J (4+o E
'
/=1

t=l

InS,,)

j E {5, 8},k E {J;s]

Since the panel mean o f l n S~t is about 11.9, we have F,fF,M ~- 11.9 X 0.4459
5.3475 ~ 0, which is consistent with the results obtained by Coe and
Helpman (1995) and Coe and Hoffmaister (1999). However, the panel mean
of in S~.t is about 13.3, so we have e~,M = 13.3 × 0.4476 -- 6.3764 ~ -0.4. Neither Coe and Helpman nor Coe and Hoffmaister record such as a
calculation for the simple sum measure of foreign R&D, so no direct comparison with their results for this measure can be made.
-

-

Group Mean Estimation Results
The pooled results rely on homogeneous panel cointegration theory
(they impose common slope coefficients). 2° However, Coe and Helpman
originally found that the elasticity of productivity with respect to domestic
R&D capital is substantially higher for the G7 countries than for the other
industrialized countries in their sample. Also, the elasticity with respect to
foreign R&D is typically higher for the smaller countries than it is for the
G7. In principle, then, it might be suspected that this slope heterogeneity
exists not only between G7 and non-G7 groups but also between individual
19Although the stmldard errors of coefficient estimates from a cointegrating regression are
biased (and not even asymptoticallynormal) they are reported in parentheses for completeness"
sake.

2°In their Appendix B, Coe and Helpman (1995, 884-6) experiment with Equation (1) by
including time dummies and by interacting linear trends with each of R&D capital stock measures. In this paper, slope coefficient heterogeneity is introduced across countries, but each
country retains a constant slope over time. It is cross section heterogeneity that must be addressed for the puq~oses of tile panel cointegration tests. Time series heterogeneity just adds
more "nuisance" parameters.
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pairs of countries. If the G7 has a higher domestic R&D elasticity than the
non-G7, it might be preferable to let the United States have a different slope
coefficient to that of Italy or Canada. 21
One alternative to pooled estimation is to estimate the model equation
separately for each member of the cross section and to analyze the distribution of coefficient estimates: in particular, the mean of the group estimates
can be examined. Table 3 presents the results of this exercise for the nine
models discussed above. The coefficient reported is the mean of the individual OLS estimates while in parentheses is not the standard error of a
point estimate but the standard deviation of the obtained distribution of the
coefficient estimates. The results of Pedroni's (1997, 1998) group mean
panel eointegration test are reported at the bottom of the table. Again, these
panel test statistics are distributed (asymptotically) standard normal. It's
somewhat reassuring that the decisions from these heterogeneous panel
eointegration tests are exactly the same as for the homogeneous tests reported in Table 2.
Two things are striking about these group mean results. First, the mean
estimates are generally very different from those obtained from data pooling.
For example, in models (i) and (ii) the pooled estimate of the elasticity of
TFP with respect to the domestic R&D capital stock is about 0.08 for the
non-G7 countries and about 0.20 for the G7 countries. The group mean
estimates from models (i) and (ii) are 0.20 to 0.30 for the non-G7 countries
and 0.47 for the G7. Even more important is that for models (i) through (iv)
the elasticity of TFP with respect to a measure of foreign R&D capital is
negative. However, keep in mind that the group mean method is consistent
(but not usually efficient) for the mean of the slope coefficients given that
the individual time series are eointegrated. When the group mean eointegration test retains the null---as it does for models (v), (viii) and (ix)--the
group mean estimates are generically biased, inconsistent and inefficient,
and hence of dubious value. It is only when a panel cointegration relationship
can be found that we can put some trust in the obtained group mean
estimates.
Second, the distribution of eoefficient estimates is generally very
broad. In model (ii), a one-standard-deviation band around the 0.47 mean
estimate for the G7 domestic R&D elasticity would put that average elasticity
somewhere between - 0.02 and 0.96. Similarly broad distributions characterize almost all of these mean estimates. These estimation results raise a
couple of interesting issues for future research on international R&D
spillovers.
raThe argument in this paragraph draws extensivelyon comments made by an anonymous
referee.
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Discussion of Estimation Results
Only two specifications come through the pane] cointegration tests and
alternative estimation approaches looking relatively robust. These are two of
the three regressions estimated by Keller (1998) in his demonstration that
using a simple-sum definition of a country's foreign R&D capital stock produced higher estimated R&D spillovers than were originally found by Coe
and Helpman. Also, the basic model favored by Coe and Helpman, (iii), and
its derivatives (iv), (v) and (ix), may be considered the least robust in the
sense that the models are either mis-specified (iii), unable to reject the spurious regression null (v, ix), or yield some coefficients that change sign depending on whether pooled or group mean estimation was used (iii, iv).
Finally, any model which uses a weighted measure of the foreign R&D
capital stock, such as oqf-cH
it
, sfi~-Le or sft, produces a coefficient for the
foreign stock that reverses sign when the estimation method is switched.
Only models (vi) through (ix) which either use the un-weighted S~t or use
no measure of the foreign R&D stock do not exhibit sign reversals. In short,
while LP's recommended improvements may be less useihl than originally
thought, the results from Keller's experiment continue to stand and continue
to cast doubt on both the qualitative and quantitative findings reported by
Coe and Helpman
In effect, the results in Tables 2 and 3 represent two extreme ways to
approach panel estimation with the choice being between (a) complete heterogeneity of slopes and error variances with conditionally consistent but
inefficient estimators or (b) complete homogeneity of slopes and error variances but possibly inconsistent estimators. 22 For all the models considered
in this paper, the specification is a simple relationship between the levels of
variables. Consequently, one possible explanation for the strange group
mean coefficient estimates obtained here is the downward finite sample bias
that arises from the mis-specified dynamics of a simple levels regression, as
documented by Banerjee et al (1986). Since this bias is downward for all
individuals, taking cross section averages will not correct for it. A standard
way around this finite sample bias is to move to using either single-equation
error correction or fully modified OLS approaches.
Although Coe and Helpman originally considered simple error correction models, the ECM approach has not been pursued here since most
of the subsequent research has focused on the levels equations. Also, while
ECMs would overcome the problem of deriving results purely from static
Engle-Granger type regressions, under group mean methods they would
2~Fhis"choice"is somewhatindependentof the treatmentof homogeneityfor the proposes
ofintegration/eointegrationtestssinceit maybe possibleto model(andallowtbr) heterogeneous
autoeorrelationstructuresin pre-testingwhile still usinghomogeneousestimationmethods.
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require estimating an infeasibly large number of additional parameters ~br
each cross section member. All is not lost, however, since moving to a conditional ECM (or, equivalently, ARDL) approach would also allow the use
of the "intermediate" method of obtaining estimators from dynamic panel
data advoeated by Pesaran, Shin and Smith (1998). That is, one could use a
conditional error correction framework where long-run elasticities are constrained to be the same but where short-run dynamics are allowed to vasT
over the cross section.
Alternatively, the pooled FM approach proposed by Phillips and Moon
(1999a, 1999b) offers a different advantage. As noted above, the group mean
approach is valid if and only if the individual time series exhibit cointegration,
but Phillips and Moon show that the coefficients obtained from estimating
a pooled FM model have an interpretation as a long-run average relation
irrespective of the existence of individual cointegrating relationships. Consequently, while the estimates presented in Table 3 for the spurious regression models (v, viii and ix) are barely interpretable, the corresponding estimates from a pooled FM model would at least have the advantage of being
interpretable as a long-run average statistical relation even in the absence of
individual cointegrating relationships. 23 Future research on international
R&D spillovers may benefit from exploiting the FM approach. ~4

5. Conclusion
Recently, Coe and Helpman (1995) estimated the relationship between levels of total factor productivity and levels of domestic and foreign
R&D capital stocks. Two issues arising from Coe and Helpman's use of panel
data are addressed in this paper: the application of raw unit root tests to
obtained residuals in a panel setting, and the use of pooled estimation
techniques.
Pedroni (1997) has shown that when applying raw panel unit root tests
to obtained residuals, care has to be taken with specifying the homogeneity
properties of the panels. The first result of this paper is to show that Coe
and Helpman's conclusions about the integration/cointegration structure of
their models are unchanged. The same conclusions in favor of cointegrating
equations are reached irrespective of whether panel (Levin-Lin) or group

23Thisphenomenonarises because of the nature of tile long-runvarianee-covariancematrix
of the panel. See Phillips and Moon (i999b).
24Oneobjectionto this recommendationmight be that this strategywould take the international R&D spilloversliterature (even)further from its tbundationsin Grossmanand Helpman
(1991) and push the literaturetowardsansweringquestionsposed by econometricmetimdology
rather than economicintuition and theory.Of course, this paper is alreadylargelyguiltyofthat
charge.
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(IPS) methods are used. No longer do researchers following Coe and Helpman have to defend the use of a simple levels specification like Equation (1)
by purely appealing to a priori intuition about the plausibility of coefficient
estimates.
However, Coe and Helpman's results are sensitive to the estimation
method used. Given the likely economic relevance of a heterogenous slope
coefficient specification, at least some attention should also be paid to alternative group mean estimation results. The second result of this paper is to
show that only Keller's models come through panel eointegration tests and
group mean estimation approaches looking relatively robust. Models derivative of Coe and Helpman's preferred specification, Equation (1), including
the alternative suggested by LP, come out either mis-specified, unable to
reject a spul"ious regression null, or yield coefficients that change sign depending on whether pooled or group mean estimation was used.
The problems identified in the second half of this paper suggest that
despite the findings of panel eointegration, a more robust approach to estimating international R&D spillovers might better be developed ~)om either
panel ARDL or pooled FM methods. Although the ARDL methods advocated by Pesaran, Slain and Smith (1998) do not allow for the same degree
of cross section heterogeneity allowed for in this paper, these methods assist
in overcoming bias in the estimates of long-run parameters (due to the misspecified dynamics of a static levels regression) while still permitting a
greater degree of cross section heterogeneity than allowed for in Coe and
Helpman's brief use of an error correction framework. Alternatively, the
pooled FM methods proposed by Phillips and Moon (1999a, 1999b) would
allow pooled estimates to be interpreted as a measure of a long-run average
statistical relationship even in the absence of formal panel eointegration.
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Appendix
The discussion in this appendix draws heavily on the material presented in Im, Pesaran and Shin (1997, 2-10) and Pedroni (1998, 8-9), which
should be consulted for further details.
1. Im, Pesaran and Shin's (1997) t-bar panel unit root test for autocorrelated series. Consider a panel of data on the variable Yet. Run augmented Dickey-Fuller regressions of the form
Pi

A Ylt = 71 q- ~iYi,t-1 -I- E

L=I

OiLAyi.t-L q- ei t ,

for each i E N ,

where the lag truncation order for each individual, p~, is the minimum necessary to purge autocorrelation from eit. We need e i t - iidN(O, a~) and N,
T ~ ~ at a rate such that N/T ~ k, a finite positive constant. Then obtain
the t<statistic for testing the null hypothesis [3~ = 0. The average over N of
these ti(pl, 0~) is the t-bar reported in Table 1. IPS show that, if the ti have
finite second moments, the following modified test statistic
,fN {t(p, O) - N -~ ~

E[t~(p~, 0~)]}

kt/~

x/N-1 ~ i Vat [ti(pi, Oi)]
has a (weakly) standard normal distribution. In Table 1, the column "mean
adjustment" is the value for N-1 ~E[ti(pi, 0~)] using the individual E[t~(p~,
0i)] reported by IPS. Similarly, the variance adjustment column reports the
N - 1 ~Var[t~(p~, 0~)]. The group mean statistic is W~ itself.
2. Pedroni's (1997, 1998) panel ADF and group mean eointegration
tests. First estimate the appropriate levels regression, say (1), to obtain an
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estimated residual series eit. Second, difference the levels equation once and
obtain the residuals, v~t. Obtain an estimate of the long-run variance of v~t;
call it ~v(~/,2using a kernel estimator (choosing sample covariance weights
appropriately). Third, run ADF like regressions
Pi

Aeit

=

piei,z_j +

~

L=I

OiLn~.i,t_ L -t- uit ,

2
and compute the variance of the residual series; call it g.(~).
Compute the
panel ADF test statistic as

N

z* =

e2E
i=1

7'

\ - 1/2

N

1"

E

E E

t=l

i=i

,

(11)

t=l

where ~2 = N-1 ~ i c~;(i).
2 Compute the group mean test statistic as
c~;(~)%t-1

N - 1 / 2 Z * = N -1/2

~, %t-lAe~t.

(A2)

t=l

Then one can obtain the panel cointegration test statistics reported in Tables
2 and 3 by applying the mean adjustment, bt, and variance adjustment, v,
reported by Pedroni (1998, 13) to the test statistics from (A1) or (A2). If
~PNT is the standardized statistic from (A1) or (A2), then the panel cointegration test statistic
WN,r -

has a standard normal distribution.
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